
UEFA Player Profiles

National Curriculum Objectives:

English Year 3 & Year 4: Retrieve and record information from non-fiction. More 
resources with this objective.

Differentiation for Challenge Activity:

Section A Complete the sentence using given words.
Section B Answer questions using the text.
Section C Determine whether the sentence is true or false.
Section D Summarise the qualities for each position
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UEFA Player Profiles – Teacher Version

Goalkeepers

What is a manager looking for in a goalkeeper?
Choosing a goalkeeper who is suited to the team is essential for a successful season.
A common mistake is putting the biggest player in goal, just because his size means he can cover 
more goal area. 

• Handling abilities
A good pair of hands is a must. A skilled keeper will grasp the ball and keep it safe. Height 
would be an advantage, in order to reach to all corners of the goal.

• Confidence and bravery
A goalkeeper must be confident and courageous, not afraid to throw himself to the ground in 
front of strikers or worried about hurting themselves. 

• Quick reactions
A goalkeeper needs to have rapid reactions, able to respond quickly to what he sees and 
position his body and hands accordingly. 

E: (Q1) What are three things a manager looks for in a goalkeeper’s handling abilities?  Any three of 
the following: Good pair of hands, ability to grasp the ball, able to keep the ball safe, height in 
order to reach to all corners of the goal.

D: (Q5) What is a common mistake when choosing a goalkeeper?  Putting the biggest player in 
goal, just because his size means he can cover more goal area.

S: (Q9) Why does a goalkeeper need to be brave?  They mustn’t be worried about hurting 
themselves.

M: (Q13) Why do you think you shouldn’t necessarily put the biggest person in goal?  The biggest 
player may not have the other qualities needed to be a goalkeeper. These qualities are more 
important than size.
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Born: 31 July 1981
Height: 181 centimetres
Weight: 95 kilograms
Strengths: Naumann is renown for his perfect penalty saves. He has won 
‘man of the match’ three times for his team spirit during games.
Weaknesses: He struggles to pass the ball with accuracy.

Luca
Naumann

Born: 2 February 1989
Height: 195 centimetres
Weight: 83 kilograms
Strengths: Sousa Pinto has an amazing ability to save close-range shots.
Weaknesses: This player has no significant weaknesses.Luiz Sousa

Pinto
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Defenders

What is a manager looking for in a defender?
A defender may not get all the glory but they are a vital part of winning a game. 

• Strong and confident
Being strong and confident is important as a defender will need to know when to step in and 
take a tackle and when to wait. They need to muscle in on their attackers to win the ball and 
pass to their own team mates.

• Effective Communicators
Even in the middle of a loud pitch, a defender must be able to communicate with the rest of 
their team. This might be through body language or their voice. 

• Tireless
A defender must endlessly hunt down attackers throughout the entire game.

• Read the game
They must be able to pre-empt where the ball will be passed to in a game in order to intercept 
or prevent the attack.

E: (Q2) How can defenders communicate with their team mates?  Through body language or their 
voice.

D: (Q6) Why does the author say defenders need to be ‘tireless’? They can’t give up and need to 
endlessly hunt down attackers.

S: (Q10) How would Muñiz’s strengths help him to be a good defender?  Personal answer, i.e. He 
will be able to confuse the attackers with his tricks and take the ball.

M: (Q14) Why do you think a defender is a vital part of winning the game?  Personal answer, i.e. 
They prevent the other team from scoring by intercepting and taking possession of the ball for their 
own team.
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Born: 7 March 1983
Height: 192 centimetres
Weight: 82 kilograms
Strengths: Paz Veliz has a strong passing accuracy. When he lines up a ball, 
he can correctly pass to a team mate every time.
Weaknesses: He has a tendency to ‘hold on to the ball’.

Born: 15 September 1986
Height: 183 centimetres
Weight: 75 kilograms
Strengths: Muñiz has exceptional dribbling skills and can perform tricks 
with his feet and the ball.
Weaknesses: He struggles with precision of medium to long range passes 
from a wide area.

Randolfo
Muñiz

Laurindo
Paz Veliz
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Midfielder

What is a manager looking for in a midfielder?
Midfielders are the ‘all-around’ players that must do a bit of everything – tackle, shoot, pass and 
score. They must be able to hold the team together, organising attacks and ensuring possession of 
the ball.

• Extremely fit
Physical fitness is an absolute must – a midfielder spends time running up and down the field 
for long periods.

• Accurate
They must be able to pass accurately at both long and short distances. This means they must 
know where their team members are in relation to themselves and be able to kick the ball 
precisely to them. 

• Composed and calm
A midfielder must remain calm and composed in order from them to play effectively. They need 
to be able to control the ball for dribbling, passing and shooting.

E: (Q3) What must a midfielder do?  A bit of everything – tackle, shoot, pass and score.

D: (Q7) Why are Courtois’ tackles considered a weakness?  Because they can be too hard and result 
in fouls by the referee (could lead to a yellow or red card, or a penalty for the other team).

S: (Q11) Why wouldn’t someone who is ‘hot-headed’ and agitated make a good midfielder?  
Personal answer, i.e. Midfielders need to be composed and calm in order for them to play effectively.

M: (Q15) What does the author mean when he describes midfielders as ‘all-around’ players?  It 
means they need to be good at lots of different skills. They need to be able to tackle, shoot pass and 
score.

Born: 19 April 1987
Height: 175 centimetres
Weight: 70 kilograms
Strengths: Courtois has a fantastic talent of being able to intercept balls 
during opposition passes.
Weaknesses: He can be a hard tackler. Often his tackles are classed as fouls 
by the referee.

Born: 28 August 1988
Height: 190 centimetres
Weight: 76 kilograms
Strengths: Nevarez has a knack of using his body to block opponents when 
they are trying to pass the ball.
Weaknesses: He tries to head the ball but isn’t precise with where he aims.

Mendoza
Nevarez

Noël
Courtois
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Forward

What is a manager looking for in a forward?
Forwards are sometimes known as ‘strikers’ and they have one job – score goals! They need to find a 
good space on the pitch, away from a defender, when they’re not in possession of the ball. A team 
mate can then pass them the ball, in order for them to score. 

• Accurate shots
Being able to shoot accurately, from anywhere near the box is a must. Some of the greatest 
strikers can curve a ball right into the corner of a goal, with only millimetres to spare. Many 
forwards are excellent at ‘heading’ the ball.

• Fast and Powerful
They must guarantee top speed in order to beat defenders to the ball. Generally, they have a 
forceful mentality that aims to score at any opportunity.

• Clever foot-work
A forward must have excellent dribbling skills and one-on-one moves or tricks that will defeat 
defenders. You might see them almost ‘dancing’ round the ball to confuse their opponents. 

E: (Q4) What can some of the greatest forwards do?  Curve a ball right into the corner of a goal, 
with only millimetres to spare.

D: (Q8) Why does Alexander Maurer make a good forward?  He is excellent at scoring goals from 
heading the ball.

S: (Q12) Why does the author use the words ‘dancing’ round the ball?  Personal answer, i.e. It is a 
way to describe the tricks or moves forwards use to confuse their opponents. It makes it look like 
they are dancing.

M: (Q16) Alexander Maurer doesn’t have any significant weaknesses. What do you think would be a 
weakness in a forward? Personal answer, i.e. Slow, calm, unable to shoot accurately

Born: 20 December 1984
Height: 186 centimetres
Weight: 79 kilograms
Strengths: Rojo can perform a forward pass which goes through the 
opposing team’s defence with ease.
Weaknesses: He needs more discipline. He currently has a high rate of being 
booked for fouls.

Born: 23 May 1990
Height: 178 centimetres
Weight: 67 kilograms
Strengths: Maurer has a high percentage of goals scored from heading the 
ball.
Weaknesses: This player has no significant weaknesses.

Alexander
Maurer

Siro Vigil
Rojo
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UEFA Player Profiles

Goalkeepers

What is a manager looking for in a goalkeeper?
Choosing a goalkeeper who is suited to the team is essential for a successful season.
A common mistake is putting the biggest player in goal, just because his size means 
he can cover more goal area. 

• Handling abilities
A good pair of hands is a must. A skilled keeper will grasp the ball and keep it 
safe. Height would be an advantage, in order to reach to all corners of the goal.

• Confidence and bravery
A goalkeeper must be confident and courageous, not afraid to throw himself to the 
ground in front of strikers or worried about hurting themselves. 

• Quick reactions
A goalkeeper needs to have rapid reactions, able to respond quickly to what he 
sees and position his body and hands accordingly. 
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Born: 31 July 1981
Height: 181 centimetres
Weight: 95 kilograms
Strengths: Naumann is renown for his perfect penalty saves. He 
has won ‘man of the match’ three times for his team spirit 
during games.
Weaknesses: He struggles to pass the ball with accuracy.

Born: 2 February 1989
Height: 195 centimetres
Weight: 83 kilograms
Strengths: Sousa Pinto has an amazing ability to save close-
range shots.
Weaknesses: This player has no significant weaknesses.

Luca
Naumann

Luiz 
Sousa Pinto
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Defenders

What is a manager looking for in a defender?
A defender may not get all the glory but they are a vital part of winning a game. 

• Strong and confident
Being strong and confident is important as a defender will need to know when to 
step in and take a tackle and when to wait. They need to muscle in on their 
attackers to win the ball and pass to their own team mates.

• Effective Communicators
Even in the middle of a loud pitch, a defender must be able to communicate with 
the rest of their team. This might be through body language or their voice. 

• Tireless
A defender must endlessly hunt down attackers throughout the entire game.

• Read the game
They must be able to pre-empt where the ball will be passed to in a game in order 
to intercept or prevent the attack.
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Born: 7 March 1983
Height: 192 centimetres
Weight: 82 kilograms
Strengths: Paz Veliz has a strong passing accuracy. When he 
lines up a ball, he can correctly pass to a team mate every time.
Weaknesses: He has a tendency to ‘hold on to the ball’.

Born: 15 September 1986
Height: 183 centimetres
Weight: 75 kilograms
Strengths: Muñiz has exceptional dribbling skills and can 
perform tricks with his feet and the ball.
Weaknesses: He struggles with precision of medium to long 
range passes from a wide area.

Laurindo
Paz Veliz

Randolfo
Muñiz
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Midfielders

What is a manager looking for in a midfielder?
Midfielders are the ‘all-around’ players that must do a bit of everything – tackle, 
shoot, pass and score. They must be able to hold the team together, organising 
attacks and ensuring possession of the ball.

• Extremely fit
Physical fitness is an absolute must – a midfielder spends time running up and 
down the field for long periods.

• Accurate
They must be able to pass accurately at both long and short distances. This means 
they must know where their team members are in relation to themselves and be 
able to kick the ball precisely to them. 

• Composed and calm
A midfielder must remain calm and composed in order from them to play 
effectively. They need to be able to control the ball for dribbling, passing and 
shooting.
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Born: 19 April 1987
Height: 175 centimetres
Weight: 70 kilograms
Strengths: Courtois has a fantastic talent of being able to 
intercept balls during opposition passes.
Weaknesses: He can be a hard tackler. Often his tackles are 
classed as fouls by the referee.

Born: 28 August 1988
Height: 190 centimetres
Weight: 76 kilograms
Strengths: Nevarez has a knack of using his body to block 
opponents when they are trying to pass the ball.
Weaknesses: He tries to head the ball but isn’t precise with 
where he aims.

Noël 
Courtois

Mendoza
Nevarez
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Forwards

What is a manager looking for in a forward?
Forwards are sometimes known as ‘strikers’ and they have one job – score goals! They 
need to find a good space on the pitch, away from a defender, when they’re not in 
possession of the ball. A team mate can then pass them the ball, in order for them to 
score. 

• Accurate shots
Being able to shoot accurately, from anywhere near the box is a must. Some of the 
greatest strikers can curve a ball right into the corner of a goal, with only 
millimetres to spare. Many forwards are excellent at ‘heading’ the ball.

• Fast and Powerful
They must guarantee top speed in order to beat defenders to the ball. Generally, 
they have a forceful mentality that aims to score at any opportunity.

• Clever foot-work
A forward must have excellent dribbling skills and one-on-one moves or tricks that 
will defeat defenders. You might see them almost ‘dancing’ round the ball to 
confuse their opponents. 
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Born: 20 December 1984
Height: 186 centimetres
Weight: 79 kilograms
Strengths: Rojo can perform a forward pass which goes through 
the opposing team’s defence with ease.
Weaknesses: He needs more discipline. He currently has a high 
rate of being booked for fouls.

Siro
Vigil Rojo

Born: 23 May 1990
Height: 178 centimetres
Weight: 67 kilograms
Strengths: Maurer has a high percentage of goals scored from 
free kicks.
Weaknesses: This player has no significant weaknesses.Alexander

Maurer
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UEFA Player Profiles – Comprehension

Section A

1.  What are three things a manager looks for in a goalkeeper’s handling abilities?  

2.  How can defenders communicate with their team mates?

3.  What must a midfielder do?  

4.  What can some of the greatest forwards do?  
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Section B

5.  What is a common mistake when choosing a goalkeeper?  

6.  Why does the author say defenders need to be ‘tireless’?  

7.  Why are Courtois’ tackles considered a weakness?  

8.  Why does Alexander Maurer make a good forward?  
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Section C

9.  Why does a goalkeeper need to be brave? 

10.  How would Muñiz’s strengths help him to be a good defender?  

11.  Why wouldn’t someone who is ‘hot-headed’ and agitated make a good 
midfielder?  

12.  Why does the author use the words ‘dancing’ round the ball? 
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Section D

13.  Why do you think you shouldn’t necessarily put the biggest person in goal?  

14.  Why do you think a defender is a vital part of winning the game?  

15.  What does the author mean when he describes midfielders as ‘all-around’ players?  

16.  Alexander Maurer doesn’t have any significant weaknesses. What do you think 
would be a weakness in a forward?  
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UEFA Player Profiles – Challenge Activity

Section A

Fill in the missing words from the sentences:

1. Choosing a goalkeeper who is suited to the team is                       for a
successful season.

2. A defender may not get all the                       but they are a vital part of 
winning a game.

3. Communicating might be through body language or their 

4. Midfielders are the                       players that must do a bit of everything.

5. A midfielder spends time                       up and down the field for long periods.

6. Being able to shoot                       from anywhere near the box is a must.

Section B

Find the answer from the text: 
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accurately voice glory

running essential all-around

How tall is Luiz Sousa Pinto?

How many times has Luca Naumann won ‘man of 
the match’?

When was Laurindo Paz Veliz born?

What can Randolfo Muñiz do with his feet?

What does Siro Vigil Rojo need?

What is another name for a ‘forward’?
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UEFA Player Profiles – Challenge Activity

Section C

Determine whether each statement is true or false.

Section D

Summarise the important qualities needed for each position:

Position Qualities needed

Goalkeeper

Defender

Midfielder

Forward

Statement True False

The best player to choose to be goalkeeper, is the biggest.

A goalkeeper must not be afraid to throw himself to the 
ground in front of strikers.

A defender is good at guessing what is going to happen next.

The only things that a midfielder needs to do is tackle, shoot 
and pass.

Nevarez uses his body to block his opponents.

Alexander Maurer was born on 23 May 1989.

Forwards need to be excellent at ‘heading’ the ball. 
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UEFA Player Profiles – Challenge Activity

Section A

Fill in the missing words from the sentences:

1. Choosing a goalkeeper who is suited to the team is                       for a
successful season.

2. A defender may not get all the                       but they are a vital part of 
winning a game.

3. Communicating might be through body language or their                       . 

4. Midfielders are the                       players that must do a bit of everything.

5. A midfielder spends time                       up and down the field for long periods.

6. Being able to shoot                       from anywhere near the box is a must.

Section B

Find the answer from the text: 
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accurately voice glory

running essential all-around

How tall is Luiz Sousa Pinto? 195cm

How many times has Luca Naumann won ‘man of 
the match’?

Three times

When was Laurindo Paz Veliz born? 7 March 1983

What can Randolfo Muñiz do with his feet? Perform tricks

What does Siro Vigil Rojo need? More discipline

What is another name for a ‘forward’? A striker

essential

glory

voice

all-around

running

accurately
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UEFA Player Profiles – Challenge Activity

Section C

Determine whether each statement is true or false.

Section D

Summarise the important qualities needed for each position:

Position Qualities needed

Goalkeeper
A good pair of hands, height, confident, courageous, not 
worried about hurting themselves, rapid reactions.

Defender
Strong, confident, effective communicators, tireless, must be 
able to pre-empt what is going to happen.

Midfielder
Good at everything, extremely fit, be able to pass the ball 
accurately, composed and calm, good ball control.

Forward
To be able to find space on the pitch, accurately shoot the 
ball into the goal, fast, powerful, good ball control including 
being able to perform tricks.

Statement True False

The best player to choose to be goalkeeper, is the biggest. ✓

A goalkeeper must not be afraid to throw himself to the 
ground in front of strikers. ✓

A defender is good at guessing what is going to happen next. ✓

The only things that a midfielder needs to do is tackle, shoot 
and pass. ✓

Nevarez uses his body to block his opponents. ✓

Alexander Maurer was born on 23 May 1989. ✓

Forwards need to be excellent at ‘heading’ the ball. ✓
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Whole Class Guided Reading – Teaching Guide

• The text is for the children to read.  Give each pair a copy of the text (without questions) to read 
individually or as a whole class.  This text has been aimed at Year 3 (Wales)/Primary 4 
(Scotland)/Grade 2 (Australia).

• The teacher should use the teacher version.  It shows you where to pause after each section and 
provides questions for you to ask.  The colours refer to our levels so that you can direct specific 
questions at specific students in terms of difficulty (their version does not have these colours to 
show them which is which). The questions are also numbered in the order they appear on the 
comprehension sheet. 

Beginner – (Red) 
Easy – (Blue)
Tricky – (Orange)
Expert – (Green)

• The children can record their answers to the questions at the end of the shared read/discussion or 
in a different session by using the comprehension sheet.  The questions have been re-grouped into 
abilities so that you can assign sections to specific children.

Section A – Beginner
Section B – Easy
Section C – Tricky
Section D – Expert
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